
CONSTRUCTION LAW

Construction law is a branch of law that deals with matters relating to building construction, engineering, and related
fields. It is in essence an amalgam of.

The said Act covers both workers employed directly under an employer and through a contractor. The
following are some of the statutory requirements which must be complied with: General requirements: As
stated above, all construction contracts must satisfy the requirements of the Indian Contract Act, to be legally
enforceable. Management contracts are executed in the form of Engineering, Procurement and Construction
Management Contracts. Such clauses are valid under the Indian Contract Act. I usually get away for about 6.
Who practices construction law? We are a large and busy construction and engineering team, so I get work
from lawyers working on lots of different projects. Unsurprisingly, contract law features strongly in the work
of construction lawyers, who will be engaged in negotiating and agreeing terms with all relevant parties. You
need to have a genuine interest in the sector: while previous experience in construction or engineering is not
essential, obviously if you do have such a background it will help with your understanding of the technology,
terminology and indeed most crucially the market in which your clients operate. However, if you want to get
there you will need top grades and great work experience. This is more than just checking for typos and cross
referencesâ€”it is about making sure the different parts of the standard contract work with any amendments
and working through the detail of some complex provisions to make sure, for example, that a complicated set
of defined terms all fit together the way they should. Supervising Construction Contracts 2. Construction
lawyers will continue to be involved throughout the duration, for example making site visits, and liaising with
all parties to ensure everything is running to plan. Construction lawyers are required to negotiate and draft
agreements between interested parties, such as property companies, landowners, builders, architects,
engineers, contractors and sub-contractors. Serving as a lawyer in this kind of capacity may not involve any
kind of formal court procedures or filings. The court must find the liquidated damages to be a genuine
pre-estimate of the damages. An instance for the latter would arise where parties disagree upon the amount
due to either party. If so, please explain how, in general terms, arbitration works in your jurisdiction. Lien over
goods whose ownership passes over to an employer on delivery to, or affixation on, a construction site may
exist if contractually provided for. Liability under the defect liability clause is generally for a period of six or
12 months after completion of the project. If there are disputes about the ownership of a property, liens or
other questions, lawyers help their clients resolve them in order to prevent large problems later on. The
contract would stipulate a time period within which the contractor may refer a decision of the engineer to the
adjudicator. In situations where there are concurrent delays on the part of an employer and a contractor, an
employer may rely upon them to substitute an extension of time for payment of any monetary damages to a
contractor, whereas a contractor may rely upon them to defend against imposition of liquidated damages upon
itself by an employer. The Arbitration Act recognises and provides for enforcement of foreign arbitral awards
in India; vide Part II thereof. They often turn to their lawyers for help complying with this complex area of
law. Employers have to carefully follow OSHA requirements and keep up with changes to the rules. Property
law Property law is a critical area of construction law because it helps building companies purchase and
manage properties with confidence. Section 64A of the Sale of Goods Act, provides that in the event of
increase or decrease in tax or imposition of new tax in respect of goods after the making of any contract for the
sale or purchase of goods, in the absence of any stipulation as to payment of such tax, any increase would
entitle the seller to add the equivalent amount of the contract price and the buyer would be liable to pay the
increased sum to the seller. Construction Law Organizations. The process of managing disputes becomes more
formal when litigation is involved. For any binding contract to come into existence, there should be an
agreement between two or more parties who are competent to contract, and the parties must have entered into
the agreement with their free consent, for a lawful consideration and a lawful object. Are there any restrictions
on the nature of such guarantees? This duty extends to all such persons who, on a reasonable contemplation,
can be expected to be affected by the acts of a person. Areas of construction law The practice of construction
law involves many different things. However, such variations must not be of such a nature so as to
substantially alter the character of the contract in question and must be within the ability of the contractor to
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execute. What is involved in construction law? The said Act requires the principal employer to register its
establishment in accordance with the Act, whereas all such contractors must obtain a licence from the
authorised licensing authority specified in the Act. That it sustains a claim founded on breach of law in force
in India. In the past, litigation was resorted to frequently to resolve disputes, given the large amounts of money
and certain loopholes in existing law which made it easier to litigate endlessly. But, in recent years, legal
reforms and tighter regulation within the industry have ensured that the use of litigation as a means of dispute
resolution has been strictly curbed. Employment law Employment law is a critical part of construction law.


